The retinal nerve fiber layer (RNFL) exhibits birefringence that is due to the oriented cylindrical structure of the ganglion cell axons. Possible birefringent structures include axonal membranes, microtubules (MTs), and neurofilaments. MTs are generally assumed to be a major contributor, but this has not been demonstrated. In this study, the MT depolymerizing agent colchicine was used to evaluate the contribution of MTs to RNFL birefringence. METHODS. Retinal nerve fiber bundles of isolated rat retina were observed through an imaging polarimeter set near extinction. Images were taken over an extended period. During baseline, the tissue was perfused with a physiological solution. During a treatment period, the solution was switched either to a control solution identical with the baseline solution or to a similar solution containing colchicine. The contrast of nerve fiber bundles was used to follow change of RNFL birefringence over time. RESULTS. When imaged by the polarimeter, birefringent retinal nerve fiber bundles appeared as either bright or dark stripes. Bundles displayed as bright stripes were used to follow changes in retardance. The contrast of nerve fiber bundles was stable in control experiments. However, in treatment experiments, bundles were bright during the baseline period, but the contrast of bundles decreased rapidly when the colchicine solution was applied; bundles were barely visible after 30 minutes of treatment. After 70 minutes, the bundle contrast was close to zero at all wavelengths studied (440 -780 nm). 1 The RNFL is damaged in glaucoma and other diseases of the optic nerve. To help diagnose and manage these diseases, various optical methods have been developed to assess the RNFL. One such method, scanning laser polarimetry (SLP), detects the birefringence of the peripapillary RNFL.
T he retinal nerve fiber layer (RNFL) in humans consists of bundles of unmyelinated ganglion cell axons running just under the surface of the retina. 1 The RNFL is damaged in glaucoma and other diseases of the optic nerve. To help diagnose and manage these diseases, various optical methods have been developed to assess the RNFL. One such method, scanning laser polarimetry (SLP), detects the birefringence of the peripapillary RNFL. 2, 3 Clinical studies have found that changes in RNFL birefringence may correlate with damage in glaucoma. 4 -6 Recent studies in measuring the birefringence distribution of the RNFL in human eyes strongly suggest that RNFL birefringence depends on axonal structure. 7, 8 There exists, however, only limited knowledge of the mechanism responsible for RNFL birefringence.
Tissue birefringence includes two types: form birefringence, due to preferential orientation of cellular organelles, and intrinsic birefringence, due to anisotropic molecular structure. 9 -11 An array of parallel cylindrical structures in a medium of different refractive index exhibits form birefringence. 12 Nerve fiber bundles contain oriented cylindrical organelles, including microtubules (MTs), neurofilaments, and axonal membranes, 13, 14 and the RNFL is generally assumed to be form birefringent.
A theoretical model developed by Hemenger 15 shows that an array of thick cylinders with low relative refractive index can produce form birefringence that varies with wavelength. The birefringence of the RNFL, however, is constant across visible and near-infrared wavelengths, 16 a result that argues against a contribution by thick cylinders and suggests that the most likely mechanism for RNFL birefringence is form birefringence due to thin cylindrical structures. Theoretical calculations predict that axonal membranes should exhibit substantially higher form birefringence than MTs, 14 but the intrinsic birefringence of membranes may be sufficiently strong to cancel their form birefringence. 17 The birefringence of neurofilaments, which have one half the diameter of MTs, should be one fourth that of MTs for the same fibril density.
14 Currently, the commonly accepted hypothesis is that MTs are the primary source of RNFL birefringence. 2, 7, 8, 16 This hypothesis is attractive, because MTs are the source of birefringence in other tissues-for example, mitotic spindles and crab axons 9, 18, 19 but the role of MTs in RNFL birefringence has not been established by experiment.
Axonal MTs are long (10 -25 m), hollow cylinders with outer and inner diameters of approximately 25 and 15 nm, respectively. 20 MTs are polymers of tubulin, protein heterodimers that join end-to-end to maintain the structure of the MTs in a state of dynamic equilibrium. The antimitotic agent colchicine irreversibly binds to tubulin and leads to depolymerization of MTs. [21] [22] [23] Colchicine binding is specific to the subunit protein of microtubules, 22 and the morphology of tissues treated with colchicine does not appear to exhibit changes in the structural organization of axonal organelles other than a decrease in the number of MTs. 24 Thus, if MTs contribute to birefringence, colchicine treatment should cause the birefringence to decline. In this study, the role of MTs was determined by evaluating RNFL birefringence in isolated rat retina before and after treatment with colchicine.
METHODS AND MATERIALS Tissue Preparation and Perfusion Solutions
Rat retinas were chosen for the experiments for the following reasons: First, as in humans, the axons in the rat RNFL are not myelinated; second, nerve fiber bundles in rat retinas are separated by gaps, retinal regions without nerve fiber bundles, that allow correction for the polarization properties of the retina 16, 25 ; and finally, the birefringence property of rat retina has been well investigated. 16 The protocol for the use of animals was approved by the Animal Care and Use Committee 26 Briefly, the eye of an anesthetized rat was removed, and the animal was euthanatized. An eyecup of 5-mm diameter that included the optic nerve was excised and placed in a dish of warm (33-35°C) oxygenated physiologic solution. The retina was dissected from the retinal pigment epithelium and choroid with a fine glass probe and then draped across a slit in a black membrane with the photoreceptor side against the membrane. A second, thinner membrane with a slit matched to the black membrane was put on the RNFL surface to stretch the retina gently and eliminate wrinkles (Fig. 1, inset) . The mounted retina was placed in a chamber perfused with warm physiologic solution to maintain the tissue alive.
An experiment consisted of a baseline period during which the chamber was perfused with a solution containing no colchicine, followed by a treatment period during which the solution was switched, either to a solution containing colchicine or a control solution identical with the baseline solution. Each period lasted approximately 1 hour. The perfusion fluids were based on a solution containing 110 mM NaCl, 5.0 mM KCl, 30 mM NaHCO 3 , 0.8 mM Na 2 HPO 4 , 1.0 mM MgCl 2 , 1.8 mM CaCl 2 , 22 mM glucose, and 0.25 mM glutamine. The solutions were bubbled with a humidified gas mixture of 95% O 2 and 5% CO 2 (pH ϭ 7.55-7.65). Because electron microscopy has shown that 10 mM colchicine significantly decreases the density of axonal MTs, 24, 27 this concentration was added to the base solution to form the colchicine solution. To avoid retinal turbidity caused by osmotic change when switching to the colchicine solution, 27 an additional 10 mM glucose was added to the base solution to form the baseline and control solutions.
Multispectral Imaging Micropolarimeter
RNFL birefringence causes light polarized along nerve fiber bundles to travel more slowly than light polarized perpendicular to the bundles. The delay experienced by the slower component is called retardance. A multispectral imaging micropolarimeter was used in transmission mode to detect the retardance of the RNFL (Fig. 1) . The device has been described in detail previously. 16 Briefly, light from a tungstenhalogen lamp followed by an interference filter (10-nm full width at half maximum) provided monochromatic illumination to an integrating sphere (IS). Lens L 1 collimated the beam incident onto a linear polarizer (P). Use of an IS assured that the output intensity of P did not vary as P rotated. Lens L 2 focused the exit aperture of IS onto a specimen in a chamber with flat entrance and exit windows. The retinal specimen was mounted with the RNFL on the side facing the exit window. The retina was imaged by lens L 3 onto a cooled charge-coupled device (CCD) that provided a pixel size of approximately 3 m in an aqueous medium. The response of each pixel was black-level corrected to compensate for the dark current and bias level of the CCD, to produce the measured transmission intensity. To quantify the retardance of the specimen, a liquid crystal retarder (CЈ) followed by a linear analyzer (A) were located in the detection arm. The retardance of CЈ (␦ CЈ ) could be varied from 0°to 360°, and the fast axis of CЈ could be set to 0°, Ϯ22.5°, and 45°. P and A were Glan-Thompson and Glan-Taylor polarizing prisms, respectively; P could be rotated 360°, and A was fixed at 45°.
Assessment of the Birefringence of the Retinal Nerve Fiber Bundles
RNFL retardance can be determined with a PCЈA polarimeter by measuring the Stokes vectors of the light from the tissue. Usually, eight images are required (see detail in Ref. 16 ). This method was not suitable for these experiments, because the rapid retardance change during colchicine treatment can distort measurements made from eight sequential images. The birefringence of nerve fiber bundles can be observed in single images, however, when the polarization state exiting the tissue is nearly extinguished by CЈA. In the experiments reported herein, the polarization axes of P and A were both set to 45°, and CЈ was configured as a half-wave retarder (␦ CЈ Ϸ 180°) with its fast axis fixed at 0°. With this setting, CЈ rotated the plane of the polarization state from P until it was perpendicular to the axis of A, extinguishing the beam to provide a dark field when samples were absent. To observe the retardance of birefringent nerve fiber bundles in this configuration, the bundles were oriented approximately vertically (90°i n the polarimeter coordinate system). Contrast between birefringent nerve fiber bundles and the surrounding retina served as a surrogate for retardance. Validity of this alternative was demonstrated by a numerical simulation, as follows.
As shown in the inset of Figure 2A , the retina was simulated as two linear retarders, one for background tissue underlying the RNFL (R 1 ) and the other for nerve fiber bundles only (R 2 ). To take the imperfect FIGURE 1. Schematic diagram of the multispectral imaging micropolarimeter used in transmission mode. LS, light source; IF, interference filter; IS, integrating sphere; P, linear polarizer; SP, specimen; CB, chamber; L 1 , L 2 , and L 3 , lenses; CЈ, linear retarder; A, linear analyzer; CCD, charge-coupled device. Inset: diagram of the retina (gray curve) mounted between two membranes (thick and thin black curves) with slits.
FIGURE 2.
Numerical simulation of bundle contrast in a PCЈA system. P and A were fixed at 45°, and the fast axis of CЈ was at 0°. The system had approximately 0.5% depolarization (D). The simulated bundle (R 2 ) was oriented at 90°with a retardance of 2 nm, and the background (R 1 ) had a 7-nm retardance with the fast axis at 0°. (A) Bundle contrast depended on the retardance of CЈ (␦ CЈ ). (B) With CЈ set for the best contrast (circle in A), bundle contrast varied monotonically with its retardance ␦ B (solid portion of the curve).
extinction of the PCЈA system into account, we added a weak depolarizer (D) after P. The transmission intensity of the simulated retina was calculated by Mueller calculus. 28, 29 Bundle contrast was defined as B ϭ (R b Ϫ R g )/R g , where R b was the intensity of a light beam transmitted through a bundle and its background and R g was the intensity of a light beam transmitted through background only. Parameters used in the simulation were based on retardance measurements of bundles and gaps in a subset of experiments. The simulation showed that B strongly depended on ␦ CЈ (Fig. 2A) . To achieve the most sensitive measurement of B, ␦ CЈ for the highest B was used. For weak tissue birefringence, B is approximately a parabolic function of bundle retardance ␦ B . Due to depolarization, variation of B with ␦ B lies on a monotonic portion of the curve that is approximately linear for small changes in ␦ B (solid curve in Fig. 2B) .
In experiments, test images were taken at different ␦ CЈ near 180°u ntil nerve fiber bundles were displayed as bright stripes with best contrast at each wavelength to be tested. Images at these ␦ CЈ were then collected two to three times per minute at 500 nm and every 10 to 20 minutes at 440, 600, 700, and 780 nm throughout an experiment. To ensure that images with best bundle contrast were recorded, we also obtained images at ␦ CЈ Ϯ 5°.
To compare measurements of the same bundles over time, an entire set of images was registered by horizontal and vertical translations. Approximately 10 rectangular measurement areas of 4 to 6 pixels each were chosen both on bundles and on nearby gaps between bundles, and the measured intensities of the pixels in each area were averaged. (Examples of bundle and gap areas are shown in Figs. 3A and 5A.) Only bundles that were oriented near vertical and had approximately uniform surrounding gaps were chosen for analysis. To evaluate changes in birefringence, the contrast of each bundle area was calculated as B ij ϭ (R bi Ϫ R gj )/R gj (i, j ϭ 1, 2, . . . ) , where R bi and R gj were the average intensities of the ith bundle and jth gap areas, respectively. Note that bundle intensity R b includes contributions of nerve fiber bundles and the underlying retina. 16 Average bundle contrast B and the SEM were calculated from all B ij (i ϫ j Ϸ 100). Data analysis was implemented in MatLab (The MathWorks, Inc., Natick, MA).
RESULTS
Although the isolated retina was transparent, nerve fiber bundles became visible when viewed by the PCЈA polarimeter with ␦ CЈ set to nearly extinguish the polarization state of the beam from the tissue. In agreement with the numerical simulation of the system (Fig. 2A) , bundle contrast strongly depended on ␦ CЈ (Fig. 3) . Figures 3A and 3B demonstrate that nerve fiber bundles could appear as either bright or dark stripes with different values of ␦ CЈ . Figure 3C shows the ␦ CЈ dependence of B for one bundle. In the experiments described herein, ␦ CЈ was set to give bright bundles with the best contrast, so that B would behave as in Figure 2B . Thus, B acted as a surrogate for bundle retardance. A change of B indicated a change of retardance and B ϭ 0 indicated zero bundle retardance (Fig. 2B) .
The stability of the preparation was demonstrated by control experiments in which the perfusion solution was switched to an identical baseline solution. Figure 4A shows time courses of bundle contrast in two of these control experiments. To display more clearly temporal change of B , each bundle in Figure 4A and four more bundles of another retina were normalized by the average of the values in the 10 minutes just before the solutions were switched. The normalized curves were then averaged. Figure 4B shows that B was stable throughout the 2 hours of measurement and did not change with the switch of solutions.
In contrast with control experiments, B began to decrease immediately after a switch to colchicine solution and was close to zero in approximately 30 minutes. Figure 5 shows an exam- ple of these experiments. Nerve fiber bundles that were bright during the baseline measurements (Fig. 5A ) became invisible after 30 minutes of colchicine solution (Fig. 5B) . Figure 5C shows the temporal change of B for the bundle marked in Figure 5A . B was high before the solution switch, decreased rapidly in the first 25 minutes after the switch, and then remained near zero for the rest of the measurements. Although the transmission of the retina usually declined approximately 30% in the first 30 to 40 minutes after placement in the chamber (Fig. 5D) , colchicine treatment had no appreciable effect on the appearance of the background. The effect of colchicine on the retinal background was also evaluated in some experiments by using the polarimeter to measure the Stokes vectors of gap areas. These measurements indicated that the retina exhibited weak retardance (5-9 nm in four retinas). The background retardance did not change very much in 2 hours of measurements and with colchicine treatment. Figure 6 summarizes the effect of colchicine treatment on B for 15 nerve fiber bundles in five retinas (three bundles in each retina). The initial B of individual bundles was different across and among retinas. For all bundles, however, B dropped after the switch to colchicine solution and for most bundles was close to zero after 30 minutes. To compare with control experiments, Figure 6B shows the normalized and averaged result calculated as described for the control experiments.
Statistical analysis was performed to test whether the final B was different from zero. To reduce the variation of a single measurement of B ij , the B ij measured for each bundle area over the last 2 minutes of an experiment were averaged. A t-test of the averaged B ij showed that B was not significantly different from zero (P Ͼ 0.3) for bundles with at least 70 minutes of colchicine treatment (12 bundles in four retinas), but two of three bundles in one retina with only 50 minutes of colchicine treatment showed B ϭ 0.03, which was significantly different from zero (P Ͻ 0.01).
The effect of colchicine on the birefringence of the RNFL was also studied at multiple wavelengths in three of the five retinas shown in Figure 6 . Figure 7 illustrates the time courses of B at wavelengths of 440, 600, 700, and 780 nm for one of these retinas. For each wavelength, images were taken at the ␦ CЈ for which bundles had best contrast. Bundle contrast was similar for all wavelengths and was stable during baseline Figure 3B . Curves stop at 70 minutes because only a few bundles were observed longer than that. measurements. After the switch to colchicine solution, nerve fiber bundles faded and became unobservable in approximately 30 minutes at all measured wavelengths. Similar results were found in all nine bundles studied. A t-test of the last B ij measured showed that B at all measured wavelengths was also not significantly different from zero (P Ͼ 0.5) for the nine bundles.
DISCUSSION
Birefringence is an optical property of materials that arises from the interaction of light with oriented molecular and structural components. Many studies have shown that the RNFL exhibits birefringence. 2, 8, 16, 30 A generally accepted assumption is that the RNFL is form birefringent-that is, birefringence is due to an array of thin cylindrical structures in a medium of different refractive index. Candidate structures in the RNFL include MTs, neurofilaments, and axonal membranes. In the present study, colchicine was used to depolymerize MTs in isolated rat retinas, to evaluate the contribution of MTs to RNFL birefringence.
Control retinas perfused with warm, oxygenated physiologic solution demonstrated that RNFL birefringence changed slowly for at least 2 hours. In contrast, colchicine treatment caused RNFL birefringence to decrease rapidly. Nerve fiber bundles disappeared from polarimetry images after approximately 30 minutes of treatment (Fig. 5B ) and, even with averaging, were undetectable in all retinas after 70 minutes. Polarimetry showed no major effect of colchicine treatment on retinal tissue in gaps between nerve fiber bundles, and the observed decline in bundle contrast is assumed to be specific to ganglion cell axons, where colchicine is expected to reduce the density of axonal MTs. 24, 27 These results imply that MTs contribute significantly to RNFL birefringence.
Birefringence of MTs includes form birefringence, due to the parallel orientation of MTs within axons, and intrinsic birefringence, due to anisotropic macromolecular constituents of individual MTs. 9 -11 When the volume fraction of MTs is small, the contributions of intrinsic and form birefringence are both proportional to MT density and are additive. 10, 11, 14 For the mitotic spindle in an aqueous medium, intrinsic birefringence of MTs is about one tenth as large as form birefringence, 9 implying that form birefringence of MTs is the major mechanism for RNFL birefringence.
A previous study showed that RNFL birefringence varies little across visible and near-infrared wavelengths. 16 The findings in this study that the time course of birefringence decline was similar from 440 to 780 nm (Fig. 7) and that final birefringence of bundles was not different from zero at all tested wavelengths support the idea that MTs are the only structures involved.
The numerical simulation (Fig. 2B) indicates that negative bundle contrast would be observed if there were birefringence components with the slow axis perpendicular to MTs. Bundle contrast of all studied bundles, however, did not decline to noticeable negative values after colchicine treatment. This result suggests that there are no apparent birefringent structures with the slow axis perpendicular to bundles contributing to the RNFL birefringence.
The contribution of other, weaker birefringence mechanisms might be masked by the spatial variability of the intensities from bundle and gap areas that were used to calculate bundle contrast. A maximum value for this contribution can be estimated from the 95% confidence interval on the contrast after it had declined to zero. In 12 bundles of four retinas with at least 70 minutes of colchicine treatment, the 95% confidence interval (two-tailed unpaired t-test) ranged from Ϯ0.014 to Ϯ0.042. Numerical simulation showed that this contrast corresponds to 9% to 23% (mean ϭ 15%) of the baseline birefringence. Thus, we conclude that in the rat retina mechanisms other than MTs contribute less than 15% to RNFL birefringence.
Electron microscopy (EM) of RNFL in toad retina shows neurofilament density to be higher than MT density, leading to a calculated form birefringence for neurofilaments that is about one third that for MTs, a value that would have been detected in these experiments.
14 This may represent a species difference in neurofilament density or a gap in our understanding of neurofilament properties. For example, no information is available on the intrinsic birefringence of neurofilaments. Quantitative EM is needed to pursue this question.
The results of this study strongly suggest that the dominant source of RNFL birefringence in rat retina is the array of approximately parallel MTs in ganglion cell axons. Ganglion cell axons in both rat and human retinas are unmyelinated, and substantial qualitative differences in optical properties are not expected. The same conclusion, therefore, probably applies to the human RNFL.
These results support the idea that SLP measurements of the RNFL directly indicate the number of MTs intersected by the measuring beam. The reasoning is as follows. In a birefringent material, light polarized in one direction travels more slowly than light polarized in the perpendicular direction. The delay experienced by the slower component is called retardance (R) and, for a homogenous material, is proportional to thickness (T)-that is R ϭ ⌬n ϫ T, where ⌬n is the birefringence. For an MT array with a small-volume fraction, ⌬n is proportional to MT density.
11,14 SLP measurements, although often expressed as RNFL thickness, actually represent the retardance caused by RNFL birefringence. 2 For beam width W the number of MTs intersected is N ϭ W ϫ T ϫ (MT density). Because ⌬n ϰ (MT density), it then follows that R ϰ N. Careful anatomic studies are needed to verify this idea.
Clinical studies have correlated the decrease of RNFL retardance to glaucomatous damage, 4 -6 and this study suggests that the damage includes a decrease in the number of axonal MTs. MTs are expected to disappear when axons die, but for early diagnosis and management of glaucoma, it is of great interest to know whether MT density changes before axons die. This knowledge may lie in measurements of ⌬n for the RNFL, either directly with polarization-sensitive optical coherence tomography (OCT) 7, 30 or by combining SLP measurements of R with OCT measurements of T and calculating ⌬n ϭ R/T. 8 Normal human RNFL can show a two-fold variation in ⌬n on a path around the optic nerve head, 7, 8 a variation that may reflect the known structural differences among nerve fiber bundles. 31 The dependence of ⌬n on axonal structure (MT density) offers hope for the detection of early subcellular changes in glaucoma.
